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The Architecture Of Light Architectural
The renowned Japanese architect discusses his idea of sustainability and goal for Tokyo’s new Olympic stadium with AD ...
Kengo Kuma Wants Architecture to Do the Exact Opposite of What You Might Think
The holocaust monument Levenslicht (Light of Life) consisting of 104.000 illuminating stones by Dutch artist Daan Roosegaarde won in the ...
Winners of the Media Architecture Awards
The most celebrated architects in the world have buildings in New York City. Too often we rush right by them. What a shame!
Take a free architectural tour of NYC: Your guide to 10 stunning landmarks
As the world emerges from the COVID-19 pandemic and ventures into this century’s decade of the '20s, the La Jolla Light takes a look back at what the '20s looked like the last time around in La Jolla ...
La Jolla Then and Now: Architecture of 1920s vs. 2020s
Projects that reimagine obsolete urban infrastructures are included in Dezeen's latest school show by students at the Technical University of Munich.
Technical University of Munich spotlights eight student architecture projects
Tropical Modernism is an architectural style of wide open spaces connected to sprawling outdoors that is unique to the Indian Ocean island of Sri Lanka. At its core is a focus on local resources and ...
How This Sri Lankan Architect Defied Colonial Norms to Create a New Architectural Style
While it’s not the colour coffee-table tome we might associate with some books celebrating architecture, and while the book ... through its pages you can discover a wealth of architectural riches that ...
Approximate Formality: Rural architectural riches hidden in plain sight
and architectural elements, SuperLux is a visual celebration of the ingenuity and artistry of the latest lighting technology. The book’s three sections focus on projects that use light to animate ...
SuperLux: Smart Light Art, Design & Architecture for Cities
architectural photography, as a form of communication, can help share ideas, spark discussions, and bring light to situations and problems as well as how to face them. we understand architecture ...
'architectural ideas can be beyond reality' says photography + film studio imagen subliminal
through simple and clear architectural gestures ... falling in love with light, and celebrating art, sustainable farming, and architecture. designboom (DB): what initially led the donum estate ...
amid sonoma's legendary landscape, monumental sculpture meets an exquisite architectural intervention
Projects use screens, integrated lights, sensors and innovative use of non-architectural ... to ambient light levels. By mixing technology with a poetic approach of architecture and historical ...
Nominations for the Media Architecture Awards: Animated Architecture
A home in Headford, Co Galway, by Taylor McCarney Architects wins RIAI people’s choice This year’s RIAI Irish Architecture Awards show Ireland’s top architectural talent in first-rate form championing ...
Ireland’s coolest new houses: The 2021 Irish Architecture Awards
Venice Biennale, curated by Hashim Sarkis, dean of MIT’s School of Architecture and Planning, displays a broad range of ideas addressing its thematic question: How will we live together?
At the Venice Biennale, an architecture exhibition to meet the moment
Carefully rendered details of the building’s beautiful terra cotta decoration, outlining each of its dramatic setbacks, remind us of what’s left of our city’s architectural heritage.
Edifice: Exploring Art, Archives, and Architecture puts Vancouver's old buildings in a new light
A project exploring whether dreams could influence the design process in architecture and a 'vertical village' that adapts to rising sea levels are included in our latest school by students at the ...
Manchester School of Architecture spotlights 11 student projects
airy architecture as it is in the contemporary pieces inside. Known for their unified architectural and interior vision, John Kelly and Eoin Lyons like to find a meeting point in each of their ...
Step Inside a Dublin Home Where Art Deco Architecture and Modern Design Collide
Thomas Gordon Smith, who played a key role in the resurgence of classicism in American architecture, passed away in on June 23. He was 73.
Notre Dame’s Thomas Gordon Smith, who led a revival in classical architecture, dies at 73
As the Plaza buzzed with tourists, there was a quietness surrounding Mariajose Hernandez, 17, as she used a drafting triangle to line up the walls in her sketch of the Lucchese building. Hernandez ...
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